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Abstract. A most crucial problem in knowledge representation is the revision of
knowledge when new, possibly contradictory, information is obtained (belief
revision). In this report, we address this problem when the knowledge base is a set of
expressions in propositional logic. We introduce a new representation of propositional
expressions using 2-dimensional matrices and provide the theoretical underpinnings
of this representation. We prove several propositions regarding matrices and their
similarity with classical logic and show why this representation is more expressive
than classical propositional logic. We exploit this increased expressiveness to devise a
solution to the problem of belief revision in propositional knowledge bases and
describe a simple method to perform revisions and contractions under this new notion.
Finally, we compare our method with proposed algorithms from the literature.

1. Introduction
The problem of revising beliefs is the problem of adapting a given piece of
knowledge to accommodate a new piece of information regarding the world being
modeled. It is a most crucial problem in knowledge bases (KB), as we generally have
to deal with dynamic worlds, where changes are quite frequent. Moreover, we must
base our knowledge on information that could be incomplete, or even faulty.
Therefore, new updates could contradict the given knowledge, and we should be able
to track and remove the contradictions created by each update.
The updating methods of knowledge are by no means obvious, even when we
are concerned with the intuitive processes only. Let us consider the simple example of
knowing a fact A, as well as the proposition AB. One obvious implication of the
above is the fact B (by modus ponens), which could be inserted into our KB as a new
fact. Let us now consider the negation of B (B) entering into the base as a new piece
of knowledge (ie an update). This contradicts our assumption that B is true, so we will
have to give up some (or all) of our previous beliefs or we would result in an
inconsistent KB. Alternatively, we could reject the update as non-valid. Even in this
trivial example, it is not clear which approach should be taken. Extra-logical factors
should be taken into account, like the source and reliability of each piece of
information or some kind of bias towards or against updates.
This and similar problems have been addressed by several scientists, including
philosophers, computer scientists, logicians and others, in an effort to provide us with
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an intuitively correct method of belief updating. An excellent introductory survey of
such efforts by Gärdenfors may be found in [8]. This report concentrates on the
description of a new method of representing propositional expressions and the effects
of this representation on the problem of belief revision. For a short, but partial
description of our technique, see [7].

2. Previous Work
One of the first attempts to solve the belief revision problem is due to Fagin,
Ullman and Vardi [6]. However, as proven in the same paper, their method forces us
to completely abandon the old knowledge whenever we update the base with an
inconsistent piece of information. This may be unacceptable in most applications.
Dalal in [2, 3] proposed another, more promising method of revising beliefs.
He provided a specific algorithm for updating propositional databases which was
based on four basic principles, namely:
1) Irrelevance of Syntax: Logically equivalent databases (and updates), should give
logically equivalent update results.
2) Primacy of New Information: New knowledge is always assumed more reliable
than old knowledge.
3) Persistence of Prior Knowledge: As much as possible of the old data should be
retained in the database; we should only retract the minimum knowledge needed to
keep the database consistent.
4) Fairness: All things being equal, when we have more than one choice for the
result of the update, none of the choices should be arbitrarily chosen, in order to
preserve determinism.
Dalal also formalized the notion of minimal change (third principle) and
proved ([3]) that his method generally retained more knowledge in cases of
inconsistent updates than any of the up-to-then proposed algorithms.
An alternative approach was presented by Alchourron, Gärdenfors and
Makinson in a series of papers ([1, 8, 14]). Their idea was to recede from the search of
any specific algorithm and attempt to formalize the notion of update. As a result, a set
of widely accepted properties of any belief revision algorithm was introduced, in the
form of postulates which were in fact a set of logical propositions (named AGM
postulates after the initials of the authors). By specifying those postulates, a series of
important theoretical results could be proved.
The AGM postulates inspired a series of other works, like [11] by Katsuno and
Mendelzon who proposed a different theoretical foundation of update functions by
reformulating the AGM postulates in terms of formulas. They also provided an
elegant representation based on orderings of belief sets. Other works investigated
generalizations of the postulates into the knowledge level ([15]), and there were a
number of alternative propositions ([5, 10]). Most of the above works are concerned
with the theoretical foundation of the belief revision problem, so they are mostly of
theoretical interest. Williams in [16, 17] followed a more practical approach by
providing implementations of algorithms based on the AGM paradigm.

3. Properties of Belief Revision
In order to address the problem of belief revision we must first examine some
of its properties. One primary consideration is the concurrence of the results with
human intuition. This consideration is formally expressed by the principles of Dalal
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and the AGM postulates. However, it is not absolutely clear how humans revise their
beliefs, despite the efforts by psychologists in the area.
One example of disagreement is the representation of knowledge in the human
brain. There are two general types of theories concerning this representation:
foundation and coherence theories ([9]). Foundational theorists argue that knowledge
should consist of a set of reasons. According to this theory, knowledge has the form of
a pyramid, where only some beliefs (called foundational, or reasons) can stand by
themselves; the rest being derived by the most basic (foundational) beliefs. On the
other hand, coherence theorists believe that each piece of knowledge has an
independent standing and needs no justification, as long as it does not contradict with
other beliefs. Surprisingly, experiments have shown that the human brain actually
uses the coherence paradigm ([9]). However, there has been considerable debate on
the explanation of the experiments’ results. The experiments showed that people tend
to ignore causality relationships once a belief has been accepted as a fact, even if this
belief has been accepted solely by deduction from other beliefs. The followers of the
coherence approach argue that what actually happens is that humans do not actually
ignore the causality relationships, but forget them. The subject will be very willing to
reject any beliefs whose logical support no longer exists, but only if he is reminded of
this fact.
The approach (foundational or coherence) chosen greatly influences the
algorithms considered. Foundational KBs need to store the reasons for beliefs, along
with the beliefs themselves. KBs based on the coherence paradigm need to store the
set of beliefs only. Reasons should be taken into account when revising a KB only if
the foundational approach is selected. The coherence paradigm practically considers
all beliefs equal and ignores any causality relationships.
The set of beliefs of any KB includes the derived beliefs. It is generally the
case that the derived beliefs are too many, or even infinitely many. This is a serious
drawback, so it has been proposed that instead of the whole set of beliefs (belief set), a
small number of propositions could be stored (belief base), enough to reproduce the
whole set via deduction. Belief sets are useful theoretic constructions, but cannot be
directly used in implementations, due to their size. Belief bases are more useful when
it comes to applications. The use of belief bases does not necessarily force us to use
the foundational paradigm; the causality relationships possibly implied by the use of
the theorem prover that performs the deduction could or could not be used, depending
on the approach.
The use of belief bases gives rise to another problem which is the selection of
the belief base. In general, a given belief set can be derived from several bases.
Different selections of bases may give different reasons (deductions) and this
difference is crucial under the foundational approach, but irrelevant under the
coherence approach.
Another important consideration is the problem of iterated revisions. All the
algorithms described so far are concerned with just one update. There are cases when
this is not entirely correct. It can be shown that there are sequences of revisions which
give counter-intuitive results if we process each one individually. A solution to this
problem is to process the sequence of revisions as a whole ([4, 13]). The main
problem regarding the one-update algorithms is the fact that the belief base is not
properly selected after each update, because the algorithms are only concerned with
the result of the update and not with how this result occurred. This can cause the loss
of valuable information. The proposed solution is based on the principle that two KBs
should be considered equivalent if, in addition to the logical equivalence of the bases
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themselves, they will give equivalent results to all possible updates as well. This is the
basic principle governing the algorithms of iterated belief revision ([13]). It is also
pointed out in [4], where the difference between belief sets (knowledge only) and
epistemic states (knowledge including information on how to revise it) is discussed.
An additional difficulty of the problem of belief revision is the fact that the
result of an update may also depend on the source of the data. Let us suppose that
there are two lamps, A and B, in a room and we know that exactly one of them is on.
Our knowledge can be represented by the proposition: (AB)(AB). If we make
the observation that lamp A is on, the update could be described by the proposition A
and the intuitively correct result for the update is the proposition AB, as we know
now that B is off.
On the other hand, if a robot is sent into the room in order to turn lamp A on,
then we would again have the update A. The proper intuitive result of the update is the
proposition A in this case, as we know nothing about the state of lamp B; it could
have been on or off before sending the robot in the room (and stayed so). This
example shows that even identical (not just equivalent) databases can give different
intuitively correct results with identical updates!
In order to overcome the problem, two different types of updates have been
defined in [12], namely revision and update. Revision is used when new information
about a static world is obtained. This is the first case of our example where the
observation did not change the state of A and B. The AGM postulates and the
algorithms presented deal with revisions. A revision is performed when the source of
the data is an observation regarding the world. Update is used when the world
dynamically changes and we have to record that change. In the second case of our
example, the robot changed the state of lamp A, and consequently the state of the
world being modeled. Therefore, the result of the update must be different. An update
is performed when the reason of change is an action, instead of an observation. An
excellent study on the problem may be found in [12], where a new set of postulates,
adequate for update, is presented. As we will see, our approach will deal with both
kinds of updates interchangeably, so throughout this report we will use both terms to
refer to both kinds of updates.

4. Driving Considerations
Before describing how our approach deals with the above problems, we will
make a short description of the logical framework used. We will restrict ourselves in
KBs whose knowledge can be expressed using a finite number of propositional
expressions. The underlying propositional language will contain the usual operators
(,,,,), parentheses, the logical constants (T,F) and a finite number of atoms
(α1,α2,…,αn). The language will be denoted by L and the set of all propositions
resulting from the language L will be denoted by L*.
Interpretations will be viewed as an assignment of logical values (T,F) to the
atoms of the language. In most cases, it will be more convenient to use the constant 0
instead of F and the constant 1 instead of T. Under this notion, an interpretation is an
ordered finite sequence of size n (equal to the number of atoms in the propositional
language), consisting of elements from the set {0,1}.
Regarding the representation of the base, we will adopt Nebel’s proposition
([15]). Nebel proposes the use of a belief base consisting of propositional sentences
representing specific observations, experiments, rules etc, out of which our knowledge
is derived. In effect, under this notion, the belief base consists of the individual
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updates. This approach follows the foundational paradigm, as the propositions in the
KB are the foundational beliefs and the rest are implied directly or indirectly by them.
We believe that the foundational approach is more compatible with common
sense, and that, in principle, knowledge is actually derived from the observations we
make about the world. Therefore, the storage of the observations themselves is the
best way to describe our knowledge ([15]). The derived facts may be used for faster
deduction and query answering, but they are of no value as far as the actual
knowledge is concerned. This deals with the problem of iterated revisions as well,
because each observation is actually one revision and is explicitly stored, allowing us
to process the whole sequence of revisions, if this proves necessary.
At any given point in time, the real world can be represented by a unique
assignment of truth-values to the atoms describing it. In other words, the real world is
uniquely identified by one interpretation, which may change through time. Our goal is
to find this interpretation. Usually, an observation will only give partial knowledge
regarding the world, by specifying the truth-values of some, but not all, atoms in the
real world. Of course, the update (observation) may contain disjunctions, which
means that each disjunction describes a different possible world. Moreover, we cannot
be sure in advance that the update is correct. We may only assume its correctness and
if our assumption is wrong, this may lead us away from the real world.
The above remark leads us to another consideration, regarding the approval or
rejection of each new update. Whenever a contradictory update is performed, the
contradiction may be resolved in two ways; either we consider the update correct and
try to change the KB to accommodate the update, or we consider the KB correct and
reject or try to change the update in order to be accommodated in the KB.
Under most updating schemes, updates are considered more reliable than the
old data. This is generally a good practice, as updates are usually regarded as the latest
information about the world and can be assumed correct. However, this may not be
true in several cases, as the new data may come from a noisy or otherwise unreliable
source. In order to overcome the problem, we will assign a non-negative real number
to each belief, which will represent its reliability. We will call this number the
Reliability Factor of the belief and we will use the abbreviation RF. When a piece of
contradictory information is used to revise our knowledge, at least some of the
existing data (or the update itself) must be rejected. The use of the RF implies that the
piece(s) of data to be rejected should be the one(s) with the lowest RF. Notice
however that there are cases where small changes in existing pieces of data (or the
update) are enough to accommodate the update without introducing any
inconsistencies. No data rejection is necessary in this case. The selection of the data to
reject or change is not an easy one, because there may be several ways to
accommodate an update. Finding all possible ways to do so requires evaluating all
possible subsets of our belief base and comparing all the ways of removal of the
inconsistency in terms of RF cost. This is a computationally expensive operation.

5. Table Transformation
Considerations such as the above, led us to the search of an algorithm that
would give us the contradictions, the possible ways of removal and the cost of
removal per case at the same time. This can be done by the application of the table
transformation, which transforms an expression of any finite propositional language
into a 2-dimensional matrix of complex numbers.
The transformation can be applied to any proposition; however, for technical
reasons it is better to use the proposition’s disjunctive normal form (DNF). Any well-5-

formed formula in propositional logic has an equivalent DNF expression, so this is not
a restriction. The transformation returns a 2-dimensional matrix of complex numbers.
In [7] we used ordered pairs of non-negative numbers instead of complex numbers,
but the idea is pretty much the same, as ordered pairs can be assigned to complex
numbers and vice-versa.
In short, each atom of the language is assigned to one column of the matrix,
and there are as many lines in the matrix as the number of disjuncts in the DNF of the
propositional expression. In the figure below, we show the transformation of the
expression P=(αbc)(αbd)(ce) into its respective matrix. We suppose that
the language consists of 5 atoms, namely α, b, c, d and e, so the matrix has 5 columns.
The expression is already in DNF and it has 3 disjuncts, so the number of lines in the
matrix is 3. As far as the contents of the matrix are concerned (called elements
hereof), the procedure is the following: an element has the value of 1 if and only if the
respective atom in the respective disjunct appears as a positive atom; if negative the
value is i; if the atom does not appear at all, then the value of the element is 0. The
application of these rules on the expression P results in the matrix below:
α
1
1

0

b c d e
1 i 0 0
i 0 1 0
(a  b  c)  (a  b  d )  (c  e)
0 1 0 1
Example of a table transformation
Each element in the matrix represents the type of membership of one atom in
one disjunct of the proposition. This membership may be positive (1), negative (i) or
zero (0), depending on how the atom appears in the respective disjunct. Additionally,
we could assign weights (representing RF) to atoms. Moreover, elements of the form
x+yi where both x and y are positive, are allowed and are called contradictory. A line
that contains at least one contradictory element is a contradiction. Matrix A below has
weights for each element and it has only one non-contradictory line, the second one.
1  5i 0.2  i 5 
A   2i
0
1  (example of a weighted matrix with contradictions)
 i
3i
1  i 
Note that a contradictory element indicates the existence of both an atom and its
negation in a conjunction, which is a contradiction in propositional logic. Finally, we
allow elements with negative real and/or imaginary part, representing our “stiffness”
in the acceptance of an atom and/or its negation.
Let us suppose that our knowledge is represented by Matrix A above. Matrix
A has 3 lines, each one representing a disjunction. This indicates that the world being
modeled by A has 3 possible states, under our current knowledge. In reality, the world
has only one state, as mentioned before, but our knowledge is incomplete, so we don’t
know which is the correct state yet. Therefore, each line in a matrix represents one
possible world. Moreover, each element of the matrix shows our confidence in each
atom (or its negation), per possible world. This will prove very important later on, as
new updates may cast doubts on some of our beliefs and we should know which one
is more reliable.
As we will see in the following sections, the above way of defining the table
transformation is not the only possible way to do so. In fact, the use of the above
definition presents serious problems when complex numbers with a negative real or
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imaginary part are used in the matrices and when applied to propositions not in DNF.
However, it’s one of the simplest ways to do so if we restrict ourselves to matrices
with elements with non-negative real and imaginary parts and expressions in DNF.

6. Formal Definitions
In order to define the above transformation more formally, we will first
introduce some notations. As usual, we denote by ℂ the set of complex numbers, by i
the imaginary unit ( i   1 ), by ℝ the set of real numbers and by ℝ(+) the set of nonnegative real numbers. Analogously, we denote by ℂ(+) the set:
ℂ(+)={x+yiℂ|x,yℝ(+)}, ie the complex numbers whose real and imaginary part are
both non-negative.
For matrices, we define ℂmn to be the set of matrices with m lines and n
columns whose elements are complex numbers, and ℂ*n the set:
ℂ*n={Aℂmn for some mℕ*}, ie the union of ℂmn for all mℕ*. In other words,
ℂ*n is the set of matrices with n columns, whose elements are complex numbers.
Analogously, we define the sets ℂ(+)mn and ℂ(+)*n, as well as the sets ℝmn, ℝ*n,
ℝ(+)mn and ℝ(+)*n, for matrices of real numbers.
We will use the usual notation for addition and multiplication of matrices, as
well as for the multiplication of a number with a matrix. Moreover, we define the
operation of juxtaposition as follows:
Definition 6.1
Let A,Bℂ*n. The juxtaposition of A and B, denoted by A|B, is the matrix that
results by placing the lines of A followed by the lines of B, ie:
 A 
A | B     .
 B 
We will also define a partitioning on ℂ:
Definition 6.2
Let zℂ and x=Re(z), y=Im(z) its real and imaginary part, respectively. Then we
define:
 If x0, y0, then z is called positive.
 If x0, y0, then z is called negative.
 If xy>0, then z is called contradictory (when x>0 and y>0 or x<0 and y<0).
 If z is both positive and negative, then z is called zero (when x=y=0).
We will denote by ℂ0 the set of zero complex numbers, ℂ+ the set of positive complex
numbers, ℂ– the set of negative complex numbers and ℂ* the set of contradictory
complex numbers.
It is obvious that ℂ0={0}, ℂ+ℂ–=ℂ0, ℂ+ℂ*=, ℂ–ℂ*=, ℂ–ℂ+ℂ*=ℂ.
Notice that this partitioning has very much to do with the informal definition of the
transformation as defined above, as positive literals are assigned to positive complex
numbers and negative literals are assigned to negative complex numbers. Moreover,
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zero complex numbers indicate no literal and contradictory complex numbers indicate
both a literal and its negation, ie a contradiction. Furthermore, the real part of a
number represents the RF for the positive literal, whereas the imaginary part
represents the RF for the negative literal. For example, the number –1+iℂ– indicates
belief in the negation of the atom with a reliability of 1 and disbelief in the atom itself
by reliability of 1; this implies belief in the atom’s negation. The above remarks are
illustrated in the figure below:
ℂ–

ℂ*
ℂ0={0}

ℂ*

ℂ+

The following matrices will be useful at later stages:
Definition 6.3


Let Aℂ1n be a matrix of the form [0 … 0 1 0 … 0], where the element 1 is in
the k-th column. Matrix A will be called a k-atom or a positive k-atom and we will
use the notation Ak.



Let A=zAkℂ1n, for some zℂ. Matrix A will be called a generalized k-atom,
and we will use the notation Ak(z). In the special case where z=i, matrix A will be
called an inverse k-atom or a negative k-atom and we will use the notation Ak or
Ak(i).



The matrix A=[0 0 … 0]ℂ1n is called the n-true matrix and we will use the
notation Tn.



The matrix A=[1+i 1+i … 1+i]ℂ1n is called the n-false matrix and we will use
the notation Fn.

The informal analysis made in the previous section shows that our goal is to
assign the k-atoms to the atoms of our propositional language. Tn will be assigned to
the constant T and Fn will be assigned to the constant F. Moreover, notice that the
matrices Tn, Fn and Ak(z), for zℂ(+) also belong to set ℂ(+)1n.
The following two propositions are immediate:
Proposition 6.1
For any matrix Aℂ1n, there exist unique zjℂ, j=1,2,…,n, such that:
n

A   Aj (z j ) .
j 1

Proof
Immediate by selecting zj to be the elements of the matrix A.
Uniqueness is derived from the definition of the generalized atoms.
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Proposition 6.2
For any mℕ* and any matrix Aℂmn, there exist unique zkjℂ, k=1,2,…,m,
n

n

n

j 1

j 1

j 1

j=1,2,…,n, such that: A  ( A j ( z1 j )) | ( A j ( z 2 j )) | ... | ( A j ( z mj )) .
Proof
Immediate by selecting zkj to be the elements of the matrix A.
Uniqueness is derived from the definition of the generalized atoms.
The above form (proposition 6.2) of a matrix A will be called the extended
normal form of A, and denoted by ENF(A).
Definition 6.4
We define the truth constants F=0ℂ and T=1ℂ.
Any ordered n-sized sequence of numbers in the set {0,1}={F,T} is called an
interpretation of space ℂ*n. The set of all interpretations of space ℂ*n will be
denoted by I(n).
Notice that matrix interpretations can be directly assigned to logical
interpretations and vice-versa, as they both are ordered finite sequences consisting of
elements from the set {0,1}.
Definition 6.5
Let I=(α1,α2,…,αn)I(n) an interpretation and Aℂ1n a matrix such that:
n

A   A j (a j  (1  a j )  i) . The matrix A is called an interpretation matrix of space
j 1

ℂ*n.
Notice that there is a direct 1–1 and onto relationship between interpretations
and interpretation matrices. We will use the term interpretation for the interpretation
matrices whenever there is no risk of confusion. Moreover, the number z=αj+(1–αj)i
can be either z=1 (for αj=1) or z=i (for αj=0). Therefore, an interpretation matrix is a
matrix of the set ℂ1n, whose elements are from the set {1,i}.
Definition 6.6
Let I=(α1,α2,…,αn)I(n) an interpretation and Aℂ1n. We say that A is satisfied by I
iff the following condition holds:
n

z1 , z 2 ,..., z n  C (  ) : A   [ A j ((2  a j  1)  z j )] , where z j is the conjugate complex
j 1

of zjℂ .
(+)

In general, if Aℂmn such that A=A(1)|A(2)|…|A(m), A(j)ℂ1n, j=1,2,…,m, then we
say that A is satisfied by I iff there exists j{1,2,…,m} such that A(j) is satisfied by I.
The set of interpretations that satisfies A will be denoted by mod(A) and called the set
of models of A.
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Notice that the quantity (2αj–1) can only take the values 1. Therefore, the
quantity xj=(2αj–1) z j has the property that either Re(xj)0 and Im(xj)0 (for αj=1)
or Re(xj)0 and Im(xj)0 (for αj=0). This supports our previous definition on positive
and negative complex numbers.
Definition 6.7
Let Aℂ*n.
If mod(A)=I(n) then A is called a tautology.
If mod(A)= then A is called an antinomy.
Definition 6.8
Let A,Bℂ*n. We will call the two matrices equivalent iff mod(A)=mod(B). We will
denote this fact by the symbol , ie ABmod(A)=mod(B).
It can be proven that:
Proposition 6.3
The relation  is an equivalence relation.
Proof
It is easily verified that A,B,Cℂ*n:
mod(A)=mod(A)AA,
ABmod(A)=mod(B)mod(B)=mod(A)BA,
(AB)(BC)(mod(A)=mod(B))(mod(B)=mod(C))mod(A)=mod(C)AC.
Proposition 6.4
Let A=[w1 w2 … wn]ℂ1n. Then mod(A)=I1I2…In, where for any j{1,2,…,n}
Ij{0,1} and:


0Ij iff wjℂ–

 1Ij iff wjℂ+
Proof
We define S=I1I2…In, where Ij as above, j=1,2,…,n.
We will prove that S=mod(A).
For any j{1,2,…,n}, it follows that:


Ij={0} iff wjℂ–\ℂ+ (negative, but not positive)



Ij={1} iff wjℂ+\ℂ– (positive, but not negative)



Ij={0,1} iff wjℂ0 (both positive and negative, ie zero)

 Ij= iff wjℂ\(ℂ+ℂ–)=ℂ* (neither positive nor negative, ie contradictory)
Let I=(α1,α2,…,αn)I(n) be an interpretation.
If Imod(A), then, by definition 6.6:
n

z1 , z 2 ,..., z n  C (  ) : A   [ A j ((2  a j  1)  z j )] .
j 1

By definition 6.3, for any j{1,2,…,n} we have that:
w j  0  ...  0  (2  a j  1)  z j  0  ...  0 .
Thus: w j  (2  a j  1)  z j , for any j{1,2,…,n} (1).
At first, let us suppose that:
- 10 -

S= j{1,2,…,n}: Ij= j{1,2,…,n}: wjℂ* (2).
Then, if Imod(A), by (1) together with the fact that zjℂ(+) and:
αj{0,1}(2αj–1){1,–1},
it follows that either:
 Re(wj)0, Im(wj)0Re(wj)Im(wj)0, or:
 Re(wj)0, Im(wj)0Re(wj)Im(wj)0.
So, in any case: Re(wj)Im(wj)0, which is a contradiction because wj is contradictory
by assumption, ie Re(wj)Im(wj)>0.
This means that if S=, then there is no II(n) such that Imod(A), so
mod(A)==S.
Let us now suppose that S, and IS.
Then αjIj for all j{1,2,…,n} (3).
If for any j{1,2,…,n} wjℂ*, then by (2) we have that S=, contradiction.
Therefore, for all j{1,2,…,n}, wjℂ+ℂ– (either positive or negative, or both).
Now, for any j{1,2,…,n}, we do the following:


If wjℂ+\ℂ– (positive but not negative), then Re(wj)0, Im(wj)0 and wj0. We
set z j  w j , so we have that Re(zj)0, Im(zj)0, ie zjℂ(+). In that case, by
definition of the Ij, we have that Ij={1} and αjIj={1} by (3), so αj=1.



Similarly, if wjℂ–\ℂ+ (negative but not positive), then Re(wj)0, Im(wj)0 and
wj0. We set z j   w j , so we have that Re(zj)0, Im(zj)0, ie zjℂ(+). In that
case, by definition of the Ij, we have that Ij={0} and ajIj={0} by (3), so αj=0.



Finally, if wjℂ0 (both positive and negative, ie zero), then it follows that wj=0. In
that case, we set zj=0ℂ(+). Moreover, we have that Ij={0,1} and αjIj={0,1}. So
we have either αj=0 or αj=1.

In any of the above three cases, for the zjℂ(+) and αj{0,1} as defined above, it can
be easily verified that for any j{1,2,…,n} we have w j  (2  a j  1)  z j .
Thus, for the interpretation I and the zj above, we have that the condition of the
definition of satisfiability, rephrased in (1), holds, therefore Imod(A)Smod(A).
Conversely, if mod(A)=, then by the above result, we have that:
Smod(A)=S==mod(A). So the equation S=mod(A) holds.
If mod(A), then we assume that the interpretation Imod(A). Let us suppose that
IS. Then for some j{1,2,…,n} we have that αjIj. For that j we have:


If wjℂ0 then by definition Ij={0,1}. Because of the fact that αj{0,1} it follows
that αjIj, contradiction.



If wjℂ* then by definition Ij=, so S=. We have proven that if S= then
mod(A)=, which is a contradiction by our assumption that mod(A).



If wjℂ+\ℂ– then by definition Ij={1}, so together with the fact that αj{0,1} and
αjIj it follows that αj=0. By substituting αj=0 in (1), it follows that w j   z j . But
zjℂ(+)Re(zj)0 and Im(zj)0Re(wj)0 and Im(wj)0wjℂ–, contradiction.



Similarly, if wjℂ–\ℂ+, then by definition Ij={0}, so together with the fact that
αj{0,1} and αjIj it follows that αj=1. By substituting αj=1 in (1), it follows that
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w j  z j . But zjℂ(+)Re(zj)0 and Im(zj)0Re(wj)0 and Im(wj)0wjℂ+,
contradiction.
Thus, we have reached a contradiction in all the cases. This means that
ISmod(A)S.
This fact together with Smod(A) gives that S=mod(A), and the proof is complete.

The above proposition has some important consequences, whose proofs are
immediate:
Corollary 6.1
Let A=[w1 w2 … wn]ℂ1n. Then A is an antinomy iff j{1,2,…,n} such that
wjℂ*.
The following proposition may be more useful from time to time:
Corollary 6.2
Let A=[w1 w2 … wn]ℂ1n. Then mod(A)=I1I2…In, where for any j{1,2,…,n}:


Ij={0} iff wjℂ–\ℂ+



Ij={1} iff wjℂ+\ℂ–



Ij={0,1} iff wjℂ0



Ij= iff wjℂ*

Corollary 6.3
Let A=[w1 w2 … wn]ℂ1n. If A is not an antinomy, then |mod(A)|=2k where k is the
number of zero elements in the matrix.
Corollary 6.4
The following equations hold:
 For any k{1,2,…,n},
j{1,2,…,n}\{k} and Ik={1}.


mod(Ak)=I1I2…In,

where

Ij={0,1},

for

For any k{1,2,…,n}, zℂ, mod(Ak(z))=I1I2…In, where Ij={0,1}, for
j{1,2,…,n}\{k} and:
o Ik={0} iff zℂ–\ℂ+
o Ik={1} iff zℂ+\ℂ–
o Ik={0,1} iff zℂ0




o Ik= iff zℂ*
mod(Fn)=
mod(Tn)=I(n)

Corollary 6.5
Let A=[w1 w2 … wn]ℂ1n. A is a tautology iff all wjℂ0.
The above corollary actually says that the only tautology in ℂ1n is the matrix
Tnℂ1n.
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Corollary 6.6
Let Aℂmn, such that:
 w11 w12 ... w1n 
w
w22 ... w2 n 
21

A
 ...
... ... ... 


 wm1 wm 2 ... wmn 
m

Then mod( A)   ( I j1  I j 2  ...  I jn ) , where for any j{1,2,…,m}, k{1,2,…,n}:
j 1



0Ijk iff wjkℂ–



1Ijk iff wjkℂ+

The above corollary gives us an immediate, constructive method to calculate
mod(A) for any matrix A. The proposition below provides another useful method:
Proposition 6.5
Let mℕ* and Aℂmn.
n

n

n

j 1

j 1

j 1

Moreover, let: A  ( A j ( z1 j )) | ( A j ( z 2 j )) | ... | ( A j ( z mj )) , be its ENF.
m

n

Then: mod( A)   mod( A j ( z kj )) .
k 1 j 1

Proof
n

Initially, let us suppose that m=1ℕ*. Then: A   A j ( z1 j ) .
j 1

It holds that for any j{1,2,…,n}, z1jℂ, mod(Aj(z1j))=I1jI2j…Inj, where Ikj={0,1},
for k{1,2,…,n}\{j} and:


Ijj={0} iff z1jℂ–\ℂ+



Ijj={1} iff z1jℂ+\ℂ–



Ijj={0,1} iff z1jℂ0

 Ijj= iff z1jℂ*
We have that:
1

n

n

n

 mod( A j ( z kj ))   mod( A j ( z1 j ))   ( I1 j  I 2 j  ...  I nj ) 
k 1 j 1
1

j 1

n

j 1

n

n

n

j 1

j 1

j 1

  mod( A j ( z kj ))  ( I 1 j )  ( I 2 j )  ...  ( I nj ) (1).
k 1 j 1

However, for all k,j{1,2,…,n}, it holds that Ikj={0,1} whenever kj and Ikj{0,1}
whenever k=j, therefore:
1

n

(1)  mod( A j ( z kj ))  I 11  I 22  ...  I nn (2).
k 1 j 1

Furthermore, mod(A)=I(1)I(2)…I(n), where for any j{1,2,…,n} I(j){0,1} and:


I(j)={0} iff z1jℂ–\ℂ+



I(j)={1} iff z1jℂ+\ℂ–
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I(j)={0,1} iff z1jℂ0

 I(j)= iff z1jℂ*
It follows that for any j{1,2,…,n} we have Ijj=I(j), therefore:
I(1)I(2)…I(n)=I11I22…Inn
1

n

mod( A)   mod( A j ( z kj )) , and the proof is complete for m=1.
k 1 j 1

In the general case, where mℕ*, we have by definition 6.6:
n

n

n

j 1

j 1

mod( A)  mod(( A j ( z1 j )) | ( A j ( z 2 j )) | ... | ( A j ( z mj ))) 
j 1

m

n

k 1

j 1

 mod( A)   mod( A j ( z kj )) (3).
n

But, for any k{1,2,…,m},

 A (z
j 1

j

kj

)  C 1n , therefore:

n

n

mod( A j ( z kj ))   mod( A j ( z kj )) , thus, combining with (3):
j 1

j 1

m

n

mod( A)   mod( A j ( z kj )) , and the proof is complete.
k 1 j 1

Now that we are able to calculate the models of any matrix, it may be useful to
define the quotient space of ℂ*n with respect to the equivalence relation :
Definition 6.9
We define the space ℂ*n/ℂ*n/, the quotient space of matrices with respect to the
relation . Similarly, we define ℂkn/, ℂ(+)*n/ and ℂ(+)kn/ for any kℕ*.
All the above spaces are finite and they are all isomorphic to each other,
because they are all isomorphic with the space P({0,1}n)P(I(n)), ie the power set of
interpretations of n atoms.
Our next step will be to define operations on matrices that will emulate the
usual operations of disjunction, conjunction and negation in classical propositional
logic:
Definition 6.10
We define three classes of functions in ℂ*n, denoted by ℱ, ℱ and ℱ, called the
class of disjunction functions, the class of conjunction functions and the class of
negation functions respectively.


A function f:ℂ*nℂ*nℂ*n is said to belong in the class ℱ iff for any
A,Bℂ*n, mod(f(A,B))=mod(A)mod(B).
We will also use the notation AB for the result of f(A,B).



A function f:ℂ*nℂ*nℂ*n is said to belong in the class ℱ iff for any
A,Bℂ*n, mod(f(A,B))=mod(A)mod(B).
We will also use the notation AB for the result of f(A,B).



A function f:ℂ*nℂ*n is said to belong in the class ℱ iff for any Aℂ*n,
mod(f(A))=I(n)\mod(A).
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We will also use the notation A for the result of f(A).
Definition 6.11
The space ℂ*n, equipped with three functions denoted by , ,  belonging to the
classes ℱ, ℱ and ℱ respectively (ℱ, ℱ, ℱ), is called a logically
complete matrix space of dimension n. We will denote such spaces with the
quadruple: (ℂ*n,,,).
Notice that we do not set any restrictions on the selection of the three
operations, as long as they satisfy the conditions of the definition of the three classes
of functions. Obviously, there is more than one possible selection for these operators.
Different selections for the operators , ,  result in different logically complete
spaces. However, the selection is irrelevant when it comes to quotient spaces.
Moreover, in this work, we assume that the definition of additional operators is not
needed. Therefore, operators such as the implication (), will not be defined between
matrices.
The above definitions and propositions are enough to support the definition of
the table transformation function:
Definition 6.12
Let (ℂ*n,,,) be a logically complete matrix space of dimension n and
L={T,F,(,),,,,α1,α2,…,αn} a finite propositional language. As usual, we denote by
αj the atoms of the propositional language and by Aj the atoms of ℂ*n.
We define the table transformation function, TT:L*ℂ*n, recursively as follows:
 TT(T)=Tn
 TT(F)=Fn
 For any j{1,2,…,n}: TT(αj)=Aj
 TT(pq)=TT(p)TT(q), for any p,qL*
 TT(pq)=TT(p)TT(q), for any p,qL*
 TT(p)=TT(p), for any pL*
Similarly, we define the inverse table transformation function, TTI:ℂ*nL*,
recursively, as follows:


For any j{1,2,…,n}, zℂ, we define:
o TTI(Aj(z))=αj, iff zℂ+\ℂ–
o TTI(Aj(z))=αj, iff zℂ–\ℂ+
o TTI(Aj(z))=T, iff zℂ0
o TTI(Aj(z))=F, iff zℂ*



In general, for any mℕ* and any matrix Aℂmn, whose ENF is
n

n

n

j 1

j 1

A  ( A j ( z1 j )) | ( A j ( z 2 j )) | ... | ( A j ( z mj )) , we define:
j 1

m

n

TTI ( A)   (  TTI ( A j ( z kj )))
k 1 j 1

The transformations above have a very important property:
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Proposition 6.6
Let (ℂ*n,,,) be a logically complete matrix space of dimension n and
L={T,F,(,),,,,α1,α2,…,αn} a finite propositional language. Then:
 For any proposition pL* we have: mod(p)=mod(TT(p)).
 For any matrix Pℂ*n we have: mod(P)=mod(TTI(P)).
Proof
Let pL*.
 If p=T then mod(p)=I(n) and mod(TT(p))=mod(Tn)=I(n)=mod(p).
 If p=F then mod(p)= and mod(TT(p))=mod(Fn)==mod(p).
 If p=αj for some j{1,2,…,n}, then mod(p)={I=(i1,i2,…,in)I(n): ik{0,1} for
k{1,2,…,n}\{j} and ij=1}=I1I2…In, where Ik={0,1} for k{1,2,…,n}\{j}
and Ij={1}. By corollary 6.4, mod(TT(p))=mod(Aj)=J1J2…Jn, where Jk={0,1}
k{1,2,…,n}\{j}, Jj={1}. Thus, Ij=Jj, for all j{1,2,…,n}mod(p)=mod(TT(p)).
 In general, if pL*, then it is known that p is expressed as a finite sequence of
atoms and constants, separated by operators (,,).
For any q,rL*, we have that mod(qr)=mod(q)mod(r) and
mod(TT(qr))=mod(TT(q)TT(r))=mod(TT(q))mod(TT(r)).
Similarly, for any q,rL*, we have that mod(qr)=mod(q)mod(r) and
mod(TT(qr))=mod(TT(q)TT(r))=mod(TT(q))mod(TT(r)).
Moreover, for any qL*, we have that mod(q)=I(n)\mod(q) and
mod(TT(q))=mod(TT(q))=I(n)\mod(TT(q)).
The initial proposition p can be broken down into simpler propositions within a
finite number of steps, and mod(p) can be expressed using mod(αj), j{1,2,…,n},
I(n),  and the operations of union (), join () and subtraction (\). Moreover,
we already prove that mod(αj)=mod(TT(αj)) for any j{1,2,…,n},
mod(T)=mod(TT(T)) and mod(F)=mod(TT(F)). This recursively proves that
mod(p)=mod(TT(p)).
n

n

n

j 1

j 1

j 1

Now, let Pℂ*n and let P  ( A j ( z1 j )) | ( A j ( z 2 j )) | ... | ( A j ( z mj )) , be its ENF.
Then, by definition:
m

n

m

n

mod(TTI ( P))  mod(  (  TTI ( A j ( z kj ))))   mod(TTI ( A j ( z kj )) (1).
k 1 j 1

k 1 j 1

Let j{1,2,…,n}, zℂ. Then:


If
zℂ+\ℂ–,
TTI(Aj(z))=αjmod(TTI(Aj(z)))=mod(αj)={I=(i1,i2,…,in)I(n):
ik{0,1}, k{1,2,…,n}/{j} and ij=1}=I1I2…In, where Ik={0,1}, for
k{1,2,…,n}\{j} and Ij={1}. By corollary 6.4, we have that
mod(Aj(z))=J1J2…Jn, where Jk={0,1}, for k{1,2,…,n}\{j} and Jj={1}, since
zℂ+\ℂ–. Thus Ij=Jj for all j{1,2,…,n}mod(TTI(Aj(z)))=mod(Aj(z)).



If zℂ–\ℂ+, TTI(Aj(z))=αjmod(TTI(Aj(z)))=mod(αj)={I=(i1,i2,…,in)I(n):
ik{0,1}, k{1,2,…,n}/{j} and ij=0}=I1I2…In, where Ik={0,1}, for
k{1,2,…,n}\{j} and Ij={0}. By corollary 6.4, we have that
mod(Aj(z))=J1J2…Jn, where Jk={0,1}, for k{1,2,…,n}\{j} and Jj={0}, since
zℂ–\ℂ+. Thus Ij=Jj for all j{1,2,…,n}mod(TTI(Aj(z)))=mod(Aj(z)).



If
zℂ0,
TTI(Aj(z))=Tmod(TTI(Aj(z)))=mod(T)=I(n).
Aj(z)=Aj(0)=Tn, so mod(Aj(z))=mod(Tn)=I(n)=mod(TTI(Aj(z))).
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Moreover,



Finally, if zℂ*, TTI(Aj(z))=Fmod(TTI(Aj(z)))=mod(F)=. Moreover, Aj(z)
will have at least one element which is contradictory, the one in the j-th column,
whose value is zℂ*. Thus mod(Aj(z))==mod(TTI(Aj(z))).

Thus, for all zℂ and all j{1,2,…,n} we have that mod(TTI(Aj(z)))=mod(Aj(z)).
m

n

Thus: (1)  mod(TTI ( P))   mod( A j ( z kj )) .
k 1 j 1

Combining the above formula with proposition 6.5 we get:
m

n

mod(TTI ( P))   mod( A j ( z kj ))  mod( P) , and the proof is complete.
k 1 j 1

The above proposition shows that the transformation of a matrix to a logical
expression and vice-versa, does not cause any loss of information. This is true because
any interpretation that satisfies a given matrix satisfies its respective logical
expression (via the TTI function) and any interpretation that satisfies a given logical
expression satisfies its respective matrix (via the TT function).
Moreover, notice that the above proposition holds regardless of the selection
of the operations , , . Similar results, applied to matrices of the space ℂ(+)*n can
be found in [7] and a more formal foundation of the properties of the space ℂ(+)*n can
be found in section 12 (“Positive and Negative Knowledge”) of this report.

7. Belief Revision
Our initial goal on defining the table transformation was to use this
transformation in belief revision. In order to solve this problem, we will assume that
both the knowledge and the update are represented by matrices. This way we skip for
the moment the need for using the TT function, which depends on the definition of the
operators , , . Moreover, the use of matrices gives us flexibility on the RF of each
atom. By using the TT function, we are obliged to use fixed RFs for all atoms, which
is a serious constraint.
For the moment, we will additionally assume that both the base K and the
update M have only one line, so they both represent only one possible world. In this
special case, the update will be defined as the addition of the two matrices, because
the inclusion of the update M in our knowledge increases our trust in all the
information that M carries, effectively increasing our reliance in each atom and/or its
negation. This adjustment may or may not be enough to force us to change our beliefs.
Let us see one example:
K  i 3 0, M  3 2 1
Using the TTI function we can easily verify that the matrices represent the
expressions K=ABTAB (base) and M=ABC (update). The matrices
additionally show the reliability per atom in each proposition. In this case, the
negation of atom A (A) is believed with an RF of 1 in K, but M should force us to
abandon this belief as atom A is believed with an RF of 3 in M. In atom B, there is no
contradiction between K and M; however this revision should increase our confidence
in the truth of B. Finally, in atom C, we know now that C is true, with a reliance of 1;
we had no knowledge regarding C before. The resulting matrix is K below where the
symbol “” stands for the operation of update:
K   K  M  i 3 0  3 2 1  3  i 5 1
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The proposition related (via the TTI function) to the resulting matrix is:
FBCF. Note that the resulting matrix K is a contradictory matrix (and the related
proposition is a contradiction too). This is not generally acceptable, as a contradictory
KB actually contains no information. The result should have been ABC, as showed
by the previous analysis. We will deal with this problem later (which is in fact not a
problem at all!).
In the general case where one (or both) of the matrices contain more than one
line, each line represents one possible world. In order to be sure that the correct world
will be represented by a line in the resulting matrix, we must add each line of matrix
K with each line of matrix M, creating one line per pair in the resulting matrix K.
Formally, we define the operation of revision as follows:
Definition 7.1
Let A,Bℂ*n, where A=A(1)|A(2)|…|A(k), B=B(1)|B(2)|…|B(m), for some k,mℕ*,
A(j)ℂ1n, j{1,2,…,k} and B(j)ℂ1n, j{1,2,…,m}. We define the operation of
revision, denoted by , between those two matrices as follows:
A B 

hk , j m

|

h 1, j 1

( A( h)  B ( j ) ) .

It is easy to verify that this definition concurs with the above informal description of
the revision operator.

8. Queries and Contradictory Lines
In general, the resulting matrix of a revision may contain contradictory lines,
like in the previous example. One may argue that contradictory lines represent
contradictory possible worlds, so they contain false information and they could as
well be deleted. However, this is not entirely true. A single faulty revision may create
a contradiction in an otherwise correct possible world (line), so we must be careful
before discarding a contradictory line as non-true. On the other hand, even if a line
(possible world) contains no contradictions at all, this is by no means a guarantee that
it is entirely true. It could be too far from the real world; we just don’t know it yet.
Therefore, our policy is to keep the matrix as-is, even if some (or all) lines are
contradictory.
In order to execute queries upon the KB we must transform the matrix
representing the knowledge into a logical expression. We cannot use the TTI function
directly, as this could in some cases result to an unsatisfiable proposition, like in the
example above, where the matrix consists of contradictory lines. In fact, the TTI
function ignores the contradictory lines (they are equivalent to the constant F), which
is wrong according to the above discussion. The solution to the problem of
contradictory lines is to transform (some of) them to non-contradictory ones before
applying the TTI function. Whenever a query is executed on the KB, our answer must
be based on the “most correct” lines, ignoring the rest. The criterion for correctness of
a line is a quantity named Line Reliability (RL). We also define the Element
Reliability (RE). The reliability of an element should depend only on the element
itself and the reliability of a line should depend on the reliability of its elements.
The number of lines to be selected as most correct for the query should be a
user-defined parameter depending on the application. For example, we could take the
k most reliable ones; or all lines with reliability more than a given number; or use any
other method that the user may find suitable. The function that selects some (or all) of
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the lines of a matrix will be denoted by LS and the term Line Selection Function will
be used. The result is a submatrix of the original KB.
Subsequently, we define the Normalized Matrix of a given matrix A. Each
element x+yi of the matrix A is changed into the element x–y. Under this
transformation, when x<y the result will be a negative real number, ie a complex
number belonging to the set ℂ–; when x>y the result will be a positive real number, ie
a complex number belonging to the set ℂ+; if x=y the result will be number 0, ie a
number belonging to the set ℂ0. The function that performs this operation on the
matrix will be called Matrix Normalization Function and denoted by MN. In fact, MN
is applied only on the part of the matrix that was selected by the LS function.
Following that, the inverse of the table transformation (TTI) is used to
transform the normalized matrix that resulted from the above function into a logical
expression. The result is the related logical expression of the matrix and represents the
base upon which the query is executed. The whole process (function) of transforming
a matrix to a proposition for the needs of queries will be denoted by QT (Query
Transformation). It is clear by the above analysis that QT is in fact a composite
function. Notice that the above operation does not actually change the matrix; it
temporarily transforms it to a logical expression for the needs of queries. The next
update will be executed upon the original matrix and the whole process of query
transformation should be repeated after the update to calculate the new proposition.

9. Formalizing the Query Transformation
In the previous section, we described the informal process that is followed in
order to extract the information contained in the matrix representing the KB. In this
section, we will attempt to formalize the query transformation. It is clear that the
process of extracting a proposition from a matrix is composed of several steps. Some
of them are based on known and clearly defined transformations (like the TTI
function), whereas others are not clearly set (RE, RL, LS functions). This is done on
purpose, in order to allow the parameterization of the process of query answering.
However, these parameters should not be set in an arbitrary sense; instead, they must
satisfy some rationality constraints. This is done for the same reason that we defined
desired properties regarding the logical operators , , . Such functions can be
freely defined, but they are subject to specific constraints in order to be rational.
In order to formalize the notion of element and line reliability we define some
new classes of functions:
Definition 9.1
A function RE0:ℂℝ+ is said to belong in the class ℱRE0 of Primitive Element
Reliability Functions iff RE0 has the following properties:


RE0(x+yi)=RE0(y+xi) for all x,yℝ (reliability is symmetric with respect to the
first diagonal axis)



RE0(z)=RE0(–z) for all zℂ (reliability is symmetric with respect to 0)

A function RE:ℂ*nℝ(+)*n is said to belong in the class ℱRE of Element Reliability
Functions iff for any Aℂ*n, A=[aij], there exists a function RE0ℱRE0 such that
RE(A)=[RE0(aij)].
A function RL0:ℝ(+)1nℝ(+) is said to belong in the class ℱRL0 of Primitive Line
Reliability Functions iff RL0 has the following properties:
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For any j,k{1,2,…,n}, j<k and x1,x2,…,xnℝ(+), the following equation holds:
RL0(x1,x2,…,xj,…,xk,…,xn)=RL0(x1,x2,…,xk,…,xj,…,xn) (swapping of the
variables’ indexes does not change the result of the function)



For
any
x,y,x2,…,xnℝ(+),
such
that
yx,
it
holds
that
RL0(y,x2,…,xn)RL0(x,x2,…,xn) (RL0 is monotonically increasing with respect to
the first of its variables)

A function RL:ℝ(+)*nℝ(+)*1 is said to belong in the class ℱRL of Line Reliability
Functions iff for any kℕ and Aℝ(+)kn, such that A=A(1)|A(2)|…|A(k), A(j)ℝ(+)1n,
j{1,2,…,k}, there exists a function RL0ℱRL0 such that:
 RL0 ( A (1) ) 


RL0 ( A ( 2) ) 

RL ( A) 
.


...

(k ) 
 RL0 ( A )
Notice that the functions belonging to ℱRL0 are also monotonically increasing
with respect to each one of their variables, because of the first property of such
functions.
Some comments regarding the notion behind the definition of these properties
for the classes ℱRE and ℱRL are in order. First, it is clear that an element’s reliability
should depend solely on the element itself and not on other elements of the matrix,
even if they are in the same line or column. This is the reason for the definition of the
separate class of ℱRE0 functions. The same thoughts led us to the definition of the
ℱRL0 class of functions, as a line’s reliability depends only on the reliabilities of the
elements of the line itself.
Regarding the properties of the class ℱRE0, the first property indicates the fact
that we should have no bias towards positive or negative atoms. In other words, for a
complex number x+yi, which can be equivalently expressed as a pair (x,y), the fact
that x refers to the RF of the positive atom and y refers to the RF of the negative atom,
should be irrelevant as far as the element’s reliability is concerned. Therefore, x+yi
should have the same reliability as y+xi.
Moreover, the semantics of the RF indicate that our willingness to believe or
disbelieve an atom (or its negation) depends on the absolute value of its RF (|RF|).
The sign of the RF indicates whether it refers to believing or disbelieving. Therefore,
the only effect that the RF’s sign should have on the element’s reliability has to do
with whether the atom’s RF (real part of the complex number) and the RF of the
atom’s negation (imaginary part of the complex number) have the same sign or not. If
the signs are the same, then it is irrelevant whether they refer to believing or
disbelieving; it is a contradiction anyway. Thus, by changing the sign of both the real
and the imaginary part, a contradiction remains a contradiction and its intensity
remains the same, as the absolute values of the RFs do not change. Similarly, if the
RF signs are not the same, then we believe in either an atom or its negation; by
changing both signs we simply switch between believing the atom and believing the
atom’s negation. In any case, given that there should be no bias on whether we believe
the atom or its negation, the element’s reliability is unaffected by this switching, as
the absolute values of RFs do not change. Summarizing, the simultaneous switching
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of the signs of the real and imaginary part of a complex number should not affect this
number’s reliability. This is the fact expressed by the second property attached to the
ℱRE0 class of functions.
The properties of the ℱRL0 class of functions are more easily justified. The
first property refers to the obvious fact that a line’s reliability should be unaffected by
the order with which the atoms appear in the matrix. The second property expresses
the requirement that the increase of an element’s reliability could not possibly cause
the decrease of the overall reliability of the line it belongs to.
Regarding the LS function, we have the following two definitions:
Definition 9.2
A function LS:ℝ(+)*1P(ℕ*) is said to belong in the class ℱLS of Line Selection
Functions iff for any kℕ* and any Aℝ(+)k1, the following condition holds:
LS(A){1,2,…,k} (we must select at least one index, in the range 1…k).
The only property of the ℱLS class is included in order for the indices returned
by the LS function to have “legitimate” values, ie to describe at least one line of the
matrix and to be within the acceptable range.
Definition 9.3
We define the submatrix selection function MS:ℂ*nP(ℕ*)ℂ*n. For any kℕ*,
Aℂkn, Sℕ*, such that A=A(1)|A(2)|…|A(k), A(j)ℂ1n, j{1,2,…,k}, we define:
MS(A,S)=A, iff S= or there exists mS such that m>k,
MS ( A, S )  | A( j ) , otherwise.
jS

The LS and MS functions are used to select a submatrix of the original matrix
for the query. The selected submatrix is normalized using the following function:
Definition 9.4
We define the matrix normalization function MN:ℂ*nℂ*n. For any kℕ*,
Aℂkn, such that A=[aij], i{1,2,…,k}, j{1,2,…,n}, we define:
MN(A)=Bℂkn, where B=[bij] and for all i{1,2,…,k}, j{1,2,…,n}:
bij=Re(aij)–Im(aij)
In effect, an element reliability function assigns to each element of the matrix
its reliability; a line reliability function assigns to each line of the matrix its reliability;
whereas a line selection function selects a non-empty subset of the lines of the matrix.
The MS function is well defined, and returns a submatrix of A which consists of some
of the lines of A, those whose indexes belong to the set S. In the abnormal cases
where S= or S contains faulty indexes (out of range), the function returns the matrix
A. Such cases will not appear in this application, but are included for completeness.
Finally, the MN function is used to normalize the result, and the normalized matrix is
transformed to a logical proposition using the TTI function.
The informal analysis made in the previous section, can be more formally set
forth using the formalization presented above. More specifically, the correct way to
transform a matrix Aℂkn (for some kℕ*) into a propositional expression for the
needs of queries (QT function) is composed of the following steps:
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1) Apply the user-defined REℱRE function on the matrix A to get
B=RE(A)ℝ(+)kn.
2) Apply the user-defined RLℱRL function on the matrix B to get
C=RL(B)ℝ(+)k1.
3) Apply the user-defined LSℱLS function
S=LS(C){1,2,…,k}, S.

on

the

matrix

C

to

get

4) Select the submatrix: D=MS(C,S)=MS(C,LS(C))ℂmn, for some mℕ*, mk.
5) Apply the MN function on the matrix D to get E=MN(D)ℂmn.
6) Apply the TTI function on the result to get p=TTI(E)L*.
With the formalization of the query answering process at hand, we have now
completed the description of our method. Some properties of the method and its
relation with the considerations described in section 4 (“Driving Considerations”) can
be immediately deducted. Our algorithm keeps one matrix for the base, and not each
individual update, but the retention of contradictory lines implies that the individual
updates are kept in an encoded fashion. Moreover, iterated revisions are supported, as
we keep track of all the previous updates and RFs. Finally, the rejection of the old
data when answering queries is made according to the RF and the functions RE and
RL, and is minimal with respect to these quantities (where the notion of minimality
depends on the definition of the LS function).
The algorithm of revision is clearly defined; however, the flexibility in the
definition of the query transformation process allows us to relate the same matrix with
several different propositions, depending on the selection of some parameters. This
means that we have in fact defined a whole class of algorithms. The optimum
algorithm of this class can only be determined after several tests and it may be
application-dependent. However, we have reduced the problem of finding the
optimum belief revision algorithm of this class in the problem of specifying the
following parameters of the above algorithm:
1) The RFs of the atoms of the KB and update(s). This may be done in a fixed
manner (for example setting all atoms of the update and/or KB to an RF of 1) or in
a free manner (letting the user freely specify the RF of the updates, depending on
his confidence on each atom, disjunction or proposition).
2) The RL and RE functions. These functions, along with parameter 3 below, play a
very important role in the selection of the lines to be used in the queries. There are
in general two types of such functions: those that depend only on the existence of
a contradiction and those that depend on the “intensity” of each contradiction. The
“intensity” of a contradiction may be defined in different ways and the best way
can only be determined by running several tests of updates on the KB and taking
into account the specific application that we are interested in.
3) The lines to be selected for the query (function LS). This may be a fixed number
of lines, or a function of the number of updates, the number of lines of the matrix
or some other parameter. Once again, the best criterion is application-dependent,
and can only be determined after extensive tests.
All these parameters are subject to the rationality constraints mentioned above.
An additional parameter may be the selection of the logical operators , , ;
however, we consider this of lesser importance, as these operators may not be
necessary in general for the definition of the revision algorithm (if the DNF of
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propositions is used). Finally, a fifth parameter, also of lesser importance, will be
introduced in section 11 (“Complexity Issues”), referring to the procedure of
abruption that we will define.

10. Other Operations
The operation of contraction is dual to revision, and it has been argued ([8, 11,
14]) that it is intuitively simpler to deal with contraction instead of revision. For a
certain class of update schemes, namely those that satisfy the AGM postulates, it has
been proven that revision and contraction can be defined in terms of each other.
Similarly, update is an important operation, whose dual is erasure ([12]).
As already mentioned above, our algorithm deals with all the above operations
interchangeably, despite their different nature. More specifically, contraction is the
process of removing, instead of adding, knowledge from a KB. This naturally implies
that contraction of a matrix K with a matrix M, could simply be the revision of matrix
K with matrix –M. Naturally, we could apply the minus sign to all the elements of M,
thus eliminating the need for a specific contraction operator.
Normally, knowledge is expressed using elements from the set ℂ(+). Elements
with negative real or imaginary parts actually imply the loss of confidence in a certain
proposition, which is the notion behind contraction. It follows that in the same update
matrix M, we could do both revision and contraction, by simply setting some of the
elements to have negative real or imaginary parts and some of the elements to have
positive real and imaginary parts. This is an option not available in other update
schemes.
The integration of the update operator into our update scheme is somewhat
more complex. Updating with a proposition p, actually means that the world has
changed in such a way that p is now true. All previous knowledge is irrelevant,
because it refers to a previous state, contrary to revision where previous knowledge is
important, because it refers to the same state of the world. These thoughts indirectly
imply that the matrix P that represents proposition p should be “enhanced” in such a
way as to remove the previous knowledge as well as to add the current one.
We will see how this is possible with an example. We will use the TT function
as was informally defined in section 5 (“Table Transformation”), and apply the
method to the example we used in section 3 (“Properties of Belief Revision”) in order
to outline the difference between revision and update. In that example, we had the
proposition: (AB)(AB) for our base and the proposition A for the
update/revision. Remember that the proper intuitive result was AB for the revision
and A for the update. Turning into matrices we have the following matrix for the KB:
1 i 
K 

i 1
Regarding the update, one may notice that both matrices M1 and M2 below:
M 1  1 0, M 2  1  i 0
refer to the proposition A, ie TTI(M1)=TTI(M2)=A. However, M1 contains the
information that A is true, whereas M2 additionally informs the base that A is no
longer true. Moreover, the update of K with M1 gives a different result than the update
of K with M2:
1 i 
 2 i
K1  K  M 1  
 1 0  


i 1
1  i 1
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1 i 
2  i i 
K2  K  M 2  
 1  i 0  


i 1
 1 1
The actual proposition that will be used in queries obviously depends on the selection
of the RE, RL and LS functions. Notice however, that K1 contains only one noncontradictory line, the first one, while both lines of K2 are non-contradictory. So, most
(but not all) of the rational selections of the parameters RE, RL and LS will give the
proposition AB for K1 (first line only) and the proposition (AB)(AB)A for
K2 (both lines selected). Therefore, we have performed a revision by using M1 and an
update by using M2; both using the same algorithm!
Having defined the update operator, we can now define the operation of
erasure, which is dual to update. We can do so in a manner similar to the extension of
revision for the integration of contraction. Specifically, erasure with matrix M is
equivalent to update with matrix –M.

11. Complexity Issues
The computational complexity of our update algorithm depends on the number
of elements per matrix. For a knowledge base with n0 lines and m columns and an
update of n1 lines and m columns, the resulting matrix will have n0n1 lines and m
columns. To calculate each element of the resulting matrix, we must perform 2
primitive additions, so the worst-case operations (additions) required are:
[(n0n1)m]2; that implies a complexity of O(n0n1m).
Continuing the above example, for a knowledge base with n0 lines and m
columns and after k consecutive updates, with n1,n2,…,nk lines respectively and m
columns per update, the resulting matrix will have n0  n1  ...  nk lines and m columns.
This implies that the number of lines in the matrix representing the knowledge base
increases exponentially with the number of updates, and so does the cost for each new
update as well as the memory space required to store the base.
This may be unacceptable in most cases, so one could decide to reject some of
the lines of the matrix by a procedure based on line reliability, which is called
abruption. The number of lines to be removed should be an application-dependent,
user-defined parameter, representing a trade-off between knowledge integrity and
processing speed.
Finally, the complexity of the query transformation procedure on any matrix
depends on the size of the matrix, and is analogous to the number of elements of the
matrix. The exact complexity cannot be computed unless the functions RE, RL and
LS are known, but it is clear that the technique of abruption will speed up things,
regardless of the above selection.

12. Positive and Negative Knowledge
We have already stressed the fact that matrices’ elements can have negative
real or imaginary parts. Such numbers indicate lack of confidence to a given literal
and/or its negation. This means that they do not give direct information on the truth or
falsity of a literal; instead, they indirectly imply its truth or falsity by specifying
distrust in its falsity or truth respectively. Such kind of knowledge will be denoted by
the term negative knowledge contrary to elements with non-negative parts (real and
imaginary), which will be referred to as positive knowledge.
The analysis made in section 10 (“Other Operations”) has pointed out the
necessity of negative knowledge. However, if we restrict ourselves to revisions, it is
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enough to deal with positive knowledge only. This restriction simplifies things a lot,
as many more interesting results can be proven in space ℂ(+)*n, which may not be true
in the general case (ℂ*n). The updating schemes proposed in the literature do not
refer to negative knowledge, as there is no way to express such knowledge in
propositional logic. Therefore, this restriction (and its consequences) may prove
helpful in our attempt to compare our work with existing revision schemes.
First of all, it is obvious that all the results referring to ℂ*n, can be
successfully applied to ℂ(+)*n, as ℂ(+)ℂ. Moreover, all definitions can be rephrased
to refer to ℂ(+)*n. Additionally, in ℂ(+)*n, there is a very simple way to define the
operations , , , which does not work in ℂ*n. The properties of ℂ(+)*n are based
on the following simple, but important remarks:


ℂ(+)ℂ+={x+yiℂ: y=0, x0}



ℂ(+)ℂ–={x+yiℂ: x=0, y0}



ℂ(+)ℂ*={x+yiℂ: x>0, y>0}

 ℂ(+)ℂ0=ℂ0={0}
It is trivial to verify that the above equations hold, by the application of the definitions
of the above sets. Using these relations, we can prove three important propositions:
Proposition 12.1
Let A,Bℂ*n. We define the operation  as: AB=A|B. Then, the operator  belongs
to the class of disjunction functions ℱ.
Proof
From the definition of satisfiability, it is obvious that mod(A|B)=mod(A)mod(B) for
any A,Bℂ*n, so the operator  as defined above belongs to the class of disjunction
functions ℱ.
Notice that this proposition holds in ℂ*n, and not only in ℂ(+)*n. However, the
proposition below does not hold in ℂ*n:
Proposition 12.2
Let A,Bℂ(+)*n. We define the operation  as: AB=AB. Then, the operator 
belongs to the class of conjunction functions ℱ.
Proof
We must prove that mod(AB)=mod(A)mod(B).
First of all, let us suppose that A,Bℂ(+)1n. In this case, AB=A+B.
Let us suppose that A=[w1 w2 … wn], B=[z1 z2 … zn], wj,zjℂ(+), for all j{1,2,…,n}.
Thus:
C=AB=[w1+z1 w2+z2 … wn+zn].
Obviously, wj+zjℂ(+), for all j{1,2,…,n}.
By proposition 6.4, we have that:
mod(A)=IA1IA2…IAn (1)
mod(B)=IB1IB2…IBn (2)
mod(C)=IC1IC2…ICn (3)
where, as usual, for any j{1,2,…,n}:
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0IAj iff wjℂ–ℂ(+)
1IAj iff wjℂ+ℂ(+)
0IBj iff zjℂ–ℂ(+)
1IBj iff zjℂ+ℂ(+)
0ICj iff wj+zjℂ–ℂ(+)
1ICj iff wj+zjℂ+ℂ(+)
It follows that 0ICjwj+zjℂ–ℂ(+)Re(wj+zj)=0 and Im(wj+zj)0
Re(wj)+Re(zj)=0 and Im(wj)+Im(zj)0 (4).
Given that wj,zjℂ(+), we have, by definition, that: Re(wj)0, Im(wj)0, Re(zj)0 and
Im(zj)0.
Combining (4) with the above relations we have that:
Re(wj)=Re(zj)=0 and Im(wj)0, Im(zj)0, so: wj,zjℂ–ℂ(+), which implies that 0IAj
and 0IBj.
Thus, 0ICj0IAj and 0IBj.
Similarly, if 0IAj and 0IBj, then wj,zjℂ–ℂ(+) so:
Re(wj)=0, Re(zj)=0, Im(wj)0 and Im(zj)0, which means that:
Re(wj+zj)=0 and Im(wj+zj)0wj+zjℂ–ℂ(+)0ICj.
Summarizing we have that: 0ICj0IAj and 0IBj.
Using the same technique, it can be proven that: 1ICj1IAj and 1IBj.
The above two equivalences, along with the fact that IAj{0,1}, IBj{0,1} and
ICj{0,1}, imply that ICj=IAjIBj, and this holds for all j{1,2,…,n}. Moreover:
mod(A)mod(B)=(IA1IA2…IAn)(IB1IB2…IBn)=
=(IA1IB1)(IA2IB2)…(IAnIBn)=IC1IC2…ICn=mod(C)=mod(AB)=mod(AB),
and the proof is complete for A,Bℂ(+)1n.
In the general case, where A,Bℂ(+)*n, let us suppose that:
A=A(1)|A(2)|…|A(k) and B=B(1)|B(2)|…|B(m), for some k,mℕ*, where A(j)ℂ(+)1n,
j{1,2,…,k} and B(j)ℂ(+)1n, j{1,2,…,m}.
Then:
mod(A)mod(B)=mod(A(1)|A(2)|…|A(k))mod(B(1)|B(2)|…|B(m))=
=[mod(A(1))mod(A(2))…mod(A(k))][mod(B(1))mod(B(2))…mod(B(m))]=


hk , j m

 (mod( A

(h)

)  mod( B ( j ) )) .

h 1, j 1

Because of the fact that A(h),B(j)ℂ(+)1n, for all h{1,2,…,k}, j{1,2,…,m}, it
follows that:
mod(A(h))mod(B(j))=mod(A(h)B(j))=mod(A(h)+B(j)).
Thus:
mod( A)  mod( B) 

hk , j m

hk , j m

h 1, j 1

h 1, j 1

 mod( A(h)  B ( j ) )  mod(

|

( A( h )  B ( j ) ))  mod( A  B) ,

by definition 7.1, and the proof is complete.
Proposition 12.3
Let Aℂ(+)*n. We define the operation  recursively as follows:
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If A=Aj(z) for some j{1,2,…,n}, zℂ(+)(ℂ+\ℂ–), then A=Aj(zi)



If A=Aj(z) for some j{1,2,…,n}, zℂ(+)(ℂ–\ℂ+), then A=Aj(–zi)



If A=Aj(z) for some j{1,2,…,n}, zℂ(+)ℂ0, then A=Fn



If A=Aj(z) for some j{1,2,…,n}, zℂ(+)ℂ*, then A=Aj(Re(z)i)Aj(Im(z))



In the general case, let Aℂ(+)mn, for some mℕ* and:
n

n

n

j 1

j 1

A  ( A j ( z1 j )) | ( A j ( z 2 j )) | ... | ( A j ( z mj )) be its ENF. Then:
j 1
m

n

A    (A j ( z hj )) .
h 1 j 1

Under this definition, the operator  belongs to the class of negation functions ℱ.
Proof
If A=Aj(z), for some j{1,2,…,n}, zℂ(+)(ℂ+\ℂ–), then:
mod(A)=I1I2…In, where Ik={0,1}, k{1,2,…,n}\{j} and Ij={1}.
On the other hand, ziℂ(+)(ℂ–\ℂ+), therefore:
mod(A)=mod(Aj(zi))=I(1)I(2)…I(n), where I(k)={0,1}, k{1,2,…,n}\{j} and
I(j)={0}.
Thus: mod(A)=I(n)\mod(A) in this case.
Similarly, if A=Aj(z), for some j{1,2,…,n}, zℂ(+)(ℂ–\ℂ+), then:
mod(A)=I1I2…In, where Ik={0,1}, k{1,2,…,n}\{j} and Ij={0}.
On the other hand, –ziℂ(+)(ℂ+\ℂ–), therefore:
mod(A)=mod(Aj(–zi))=I(1)I(2)…I(n), where I(k)={0,1}, k{1,2,…,n}\{j} and
I(j)={1}.
Thus: mod(A)=I(n)\mod(A) in this case.
If zℂ(+)ℂ0, then Aj(z)=Tnmod(A)=mod(Tn)=I(n). On the other hand:
mod(A)=mod(Fn)=mod(A)=I(n)\mod(A).
Finally, if zℂ(+)ℂ*, then mod(A)=mod(Aj(z))=. On the other hand:
Re(z)iℂ(+)(ℂ–\ℂ+) and Im(z)ℂ(+)(ℂ+\ℂ–). Thus:
mod(Aj(Re(z)i))=I1I2…In and mod(Aj(Im(z)))=I(1)I(2)…I(n), where:
 Ih=I(h)={0,1} for h{1,2,…,n}\{j}
 Ij={0}
 I(j)={1}
Therefore:
mod(A)=mod(Aj(Re(z)i)Aj(Im(z)))=mod(Aj(Re(z)i))mod(Aj(Im(z)))=I(n)
mod(A)=I(n)\mod(A).
In the general case, we have:
m

n

m

n

mod(A)  mod(   (A j ( z hj )))    mod(A j ( z hj )) 
h 1 j 1

m

n

h 1 j 1
m

n

   ( I (n) \ mod( A j ( z hj )))  I (n) \   mod( A j ( z hj ))  I (n) \ mod( A) ,
h 1 j 1

h 1 j 1

and

the

proof is complete.
With these three operations at hand, we have defined a logically complete
matrix space of dimension n. We also have the operation of revision, as well as the
obvious result that all the above operations (disjunction, conjunction, negation,
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revision) give results in ℂ(+)*n when applied to matrices in ℂ(+)*n. Therefore, our
framework is complete. Let us now see how we can apply this framework to emulate
Dalal’s algorithm using the table transformation.

13. Comparison with Dalal’s Algorithm
In this section, we will try to find the required parameters for the emulation of
Dalal’s algorithm. For a detailed description of this algorithm, see [2, 3]. In short, for
a KB K and an update U, the updated base KU has as its models the interpretation(s)
of mod(U) which are closest to the interpretations of mod(K). Closeness between two
interpretations is defined in terms of the number of atoms in which the values of these
two interpretations differ.
In all of the following, we will assume that the underlying propositional
language is L={α1,α2,…,αn,,,,T,F,(,)} and that the operations of disjunction,
conjunction and negation upon matrices are as defined in the previous section. The
underlying matrix space is ℂ(+)*n. A min-term in propositional logic is a proposition
in DNF, which is a conjunction of atoms or their negation. So, if pL* and it is a minterm, then there exist bj, j=1,2,…,m such that: p=b1b2…bm, and for all
j{1,2,…,m}, bj=α or bj=α for some atom αL*. Moreover, for all j,k{1,2,…,m},
jk bjbk and bjbk, ie there is no pair of bjs that refer to the same atom. When
referring to a min-term, we will implicitly assume that it is a satisfiable proposition
(not equivalent to the constant F).
Lemma 13.1
We define the function RE0:ℂℝ+, such that for any zℂ, with x=Re(z), y=Im(z),
we have:
RE0(z)=RE0(x+yi)=1–min{1,|x|,|y|}.
Moreover, we define the function RE:ℂ*nℝ(+)*n, such that for any matrix A=[zij]:
RE(A)=[RE0(zij)].
Then: RE0ℱRE0 and REℱRE.
Proof
Let zℂ, such that Re(z)=x, Im(z)=y.
It is obvious that for all zℂ, 0min{1,|x|,|y|}1
01–min{1,|x|,|y|}1RE0(z)0RE0(z)ℝ+ for all zℂ.
Furthermore:
RE0(x+yi)=1–min{1,|x|,|y|}=1–min{1,|y|,|x|}=RE0(y+xi) and
RE0(x+yi)=1–min{1,|x|,|y|}=1–min{1,|–x|,|–y|}=RE0(–x–yi).
This means that RE0ℱRE0. By this fact, and the definition of RE, it follows that
REℱRE, and the proof is complete.
Lemma 13.2
For all zℂ(+), Re(z)=x, Im(z)=y, such that x1 or y1, it holds that:
RE0(z)=1–min{x,y}, where RE0 the function of the above lemma.
Proof
It is obvious that |x|=x, |y|=y and min{1,|x|,|y|}=min{1,x,y}=min{x,y}. Thus, the
lemma holds.
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Lemma 13.3
We define the function RL0:ℝ(+)1nℝ+, such that for any x1,x2,…,xnℝ(+):
RL0(x1,x2,…,xn)=x1+x2+…+xn.
Moreover, we define the function RL:ℝ(+)*nℝ(+)*1, such that for any kℕ* and
Aℝ(+)kn, with A=A(1)|A(2)|…|A(k), A(j)ℝ(+)1n, j{1,2,…,k}:
 RL0 ( A (1) ) 


RL0 ( A ( 2) ) 

RL ( A) 
.


...

(n) 
 RL0 ( A )
Then: RL0ℱRL0 and RLℱRL.
Proof
For any j,k{1,2,…,n}, j<k and x1,x2,…,xnℝ(+) it holds trivially that:
RL0(x1,x2,…,xj,…,xk,…,xn)=RL0(x1,x2,…,xk,…,xj,…,xn).
Moreover, it is obvious that for any x,y,x2,…,xnℝ(+), such that yx, it holds that
RL0(y,x2,…,xn)RL0(x,x2,…,xn).
Therefore RL0ℱRL0. By this fact, and the definition of RL, it follows that RLℱRL,
and the proof is complete.
Lemma 13.4
Let LS:ℝ(+)*1P(ℕ*) be the function such that for any kℕ*, Aℝ(+)k1 such that:
 x1 
x 
A   2 ,
 ... 
 
 xk 
we have that:
LS(A)={m{1,2,…,k}:j{1,2,…,k} xmxj}. Then LSℱLS.
Proof
Obvious by the definition of ℱLS.
Lemma 13.5
Let G be the transformation defined in Dalal’s papers ([2, 3]). Then for all
propositions p,qL* and all kℕ* the following equation holds:
Gk(pq)Gk(p)Gk(q).
Proof
For k=0, G0(p)=p for all pL*, so the equation trivially holds.
For k=1, by the definition of G in [2], we have that:
mod(G1(pq))=mod(G(pq))=g(mod(pq))=g(mod(p)mod(q))=

 g ( I )  (  g ( I ))  (  g ( I ))  g (mod( p))  g (mod(q)) 
I mod( p )mod(q )

I mod( p )

I mod(q )

=mod(G(p))mod(G(q))=mod(G(p)G(q))=mod(G1(p)G1(q)), which means that
G1(pq)G1(p)G1(q).
Let us suppose that the equation holds for all k=0,1,2,…,m. All we have to do is prove
it for k=m+1.
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Indeed:
Gm+1(pq)Gm(G(pq))Gm(G(p)G(q))Gm(G(p))Gm(G(q))Gm+1(p)Gm+1(q), and
the proof is complete.
Lemma 13.6
Let pL*, such that p is a min-term. Then, there exist unique P0,P+,P–{1,2,…,n},
such that P+P–=, P+P0=, P–P0=, P0P+P–={1,2,…,n} and:
TT ( p)   A j   A j (i) .
jP 

jP 

Proof
Given that p is a min-term, there exists a set S{1,2,…,n} such that:
p   b j , where bj=αj or bj=αj for all jS.
jS

We select:
P+={jS:bj=αj}, P–={jS:bj=αj}, P0={1,2,…,n}\(P+P–).
It follows that:
P0,P+,P–{1,2,…,n}, P+P–=, P+P0=, P–P0=, P0P+P–={1,2,…,n}.
Moreover, P+P–=S.
Finally, by the definition of TT and the operator , if follows that:
TT ( p)  TT (  b j )   TT (b j )   TT (b j )   TT (a j )   TT (a j ) 
jS



A

jP 

j



 A

jP 

jS

j



A

jP 

jP 

jS

j



jP 

 A (i) .

jP 

j

Now, let us suppose that there is a different triple of sets Q+,Q–,Q0 with the above
properties. Then we have that:
TT ( p)   A j   A j (i)   A j   A j (i) .
jP 

jP 

jQ 

jQ 

By the definition of the Aj(z), we have that for any j{1,2,…,n}, the above equation
will give:
 jP+jQ+ and
 jP–jQ–
which actually means that P+=Q+ and P–=Q–. Given the properties of the sets, we have
that P0=Q0 as well, so the above sets are unique.
The above lemma actually says that there is a direct correspondence between a
min-term pL*, a matrix Pℂ(+)1n and three sets P+,P–,P0 with the above properties.
This means that all three of the above structures can be defined in terms of each other.
We will heavily use this property in the following lemmas.
Lemma 13.7
Let p,qL*, be two min-terms and P0,P+,P–,Q0,Q+,Q–, sets of integers such that:
P0,P+,P–{1,2,…,n}, P+P–=, P+P0=, P–P0=, P0P+P–={1,2,…,n},
Q0,Q+,Q–{1,2,…,n}, Q+Q–=, Q+Q0=, Q–Q0=, Q0Q+Q–={1,2,…,n}
and P   A j   A j (i)  TT ( p) , Q   A j   A j (i)  TT (q) .
jP 

jP 

jQ 

jQ 

Moreover, we define the set of atoms: S={αj|j(P Q–)(P–Q+)}.
+

Then the least kℕ for which mod(Gk(p)q) is k=|S|.
Moreover, mod(resS(p)q) and S is the only set of size k with this property.
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Finally, mod(Gk(p)q)=K1K2…Kn where for all j{1,2,…,n}:
 Kj={1}, iff jQ+(Q0P+)
 Kj={0}, iff jQ–(Q0P–)
 Kj={0,1}, iff jQ0P0
Proof
Let us suppose that there is k<|S|n such that mod(Gk(p)q).
By the definition of sets P+,P– (lemma 13.6), and by Dalal’s Theorem 5.6 ([3]) it
follows that for this k:
G k ( p) 

resU ( p)  G k ( p)  q 

(resU ( p)  q) 
U {a1 , a2 ,...,an },|U |  k



 mod(res

U

U {a1 , a2 ,...,an },|U |  k

( p)  q)   .

U {a1 , a2 ,...,an },|U |  k

So, there is at least one set U, with |U|<|S|, such that mod(resU(p)q).
However, for any such set, there exists an atom αjS such that αjU.
At first, let us suppose that jP+Q–. Then, the atom αj appears as a positive atom in
p and as a negative atom in q (lemma 13.6). Moreover, by theorem 5.4 ([3]), it follows
that the models of resU(p) differ from the models of p in the truth-values of the atoms
in U, at most. Therefore, for all interpretations I=(b1,b2,…,bn)mod(resU(p)), it must
hold that bj=1, because αj appears as a positive atom in p (αjP+) and αjU. On the
other hand, for all interpretations I=(c1,c2,…,cn)mod(q), it must hold that cj=0, as αj
appears as a negative atom in q (αjQ–). So, there is no interpretation Imod(resU(p))
such that Imod(q), thus mod(resU(p)q)=, contradiction. Therefore, for all
jP+Q– we must have αjU.
In a similar fashion, we can prove that for all jP–Q+ we must have αjU.
Combining the above, we have that αjSαjU, so for any U such that
mod(resU(p)q) it must hold that US and, consequently, |U||S|. This means that
for all kℕ for which mod(Gk(p)q) it holds that k|S|.
We will now prove that mod(resS(p)q).
It is known that mod(p)=I1I2…In, where for all j{1,2,…,n}:
 Ij={0} iff αj appears as a negative atom in p, ie iff jP–
 Ij={1} iff αj appears as a positive atom in p, ie iff jP+
 Ij={0,1} iff αj does not appear in p, ie iff jP0
Moreover, mod(resS(p)) contains all the interpretations of mod(p) plus all the
interpretations of I(n) which differ from some interpretation of mod(p) in the truthvalue(s) of one or more atom(s) from S.
Therefore mod(resS(p))=J1J2…Jn, where for all j{1,2,…,n}:
 Jj={0,1} iff j(P+Q–)(P–Q+)αjS
 Jj=Ij iff j(P+Q–)(P–Q+)αjS
Similarly, mod(q)=L1L2…Ln, where:
 Lj={0} iff αj appears as a negative atom in q, ie iff jQ–
 Lj={1} iff αj appears as a positive atom in q, ie iff jQ+
 Lj={0,1} iff αj does not appear in q, ie iff jQ0
It follows that: mod(resS(p)q)=mod(resS(p))mod(q)=
=(J1J2…Jn)(L1L2…Ln)=(J1L1)(J2L2)…(JnLn).
We set Kj=JjLj, for all j{1,2,…,n}. Then, for all j{1,2,…,n} we have:
 if jQ+, then Lj={1} and:
o if jP+, then Jj={1}Kj=JjLj={1}.
o if jP–, then Jj={0,1}Kj=JjLj={1}.
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o if jP0, then Jj={0,1}Kj=JjLj={1}.
 if jQ–, then Lj={0} and:
o if jP+, then Jj={0,1}Kj=JjLj={0}.
o if jP–, then Jj={0}Kj=JjLj={0}.
o if jP0, then Jj={0,1}Kj=JjLj={0}.
0
 if jQ , then Lj={0,1} and:
o if jP+, then Jj={1}Kj=JjLj={1}.
o if jP–, then Jj={0}Kj=JjLj={0}.
o if jP0, then Jj={0,1}Kj=JjLj={0,1}.
By summarizing the above 9 cases, and for all j{1,2,…,n}, we have that:
 Kj={1}, iff jQ+(Q0P+)
 Kj={0}, iff jQ–(Q0P–)
 Kj={0,1}, iff jQ0P0
Thus: mod(resS(p)q)=K1K2…Kn.
In conjunction with the fact that the least kℕ for which mod(Gk(p)q) has the
property k|S|, the above equation gives that for this k it holds that: k=|S|. Moreover,
since for any set U of atoms such that mod(resU(p)q) it must hold that US, and
given that mod(resS(p)q), we have as a consequence that the only set U of atoms
of size k=|S| with the property that mod(resU(p)q) is S.
Finally, by the above results and the equation:
G k ( p)  q 
 mod(resU ( p)  q) , it follows that:
U {a1 , a2 ,...,an },|U |  k

mod(G (p)q)=mod(resS(p)q)=K1K2…Kn, where Kj as above, and this
completes the proof.
k

Lemma 13.8
Let P0,P+,P–,Q0,Q+,Q–, sets of integers such that:
P0,P+,P–{1,2,…,n}, P+P–=, P+P0=, P–P0=, P0P+P–={1,2,…,n} and:
Q0,Q+,Q–{1,2,…,n}, Q+Q–=, Q+Q0=, Q–Q0=, Q0Q+Q–={1,2,…,n}.
Let P,Qℂ(+)1n, such that:
P   A j   A j (i) and:
jP 

jP 

Q  2  (  Aj 
jQ



 A (i)) and R=PQℂ(+)1n.

jQ 

j

Moreover, let the RE and RL functions be as defined above.
Then RL(RE(R))=[k] where k=n–|(P+Q–)(P–Q+)|.
Proof
It is obvious from the definition of P+,P–,P0 and P that the elements of P are from the
set: {0,1,i} and that the element of the j-th column pj is equal to:
 0 iff jP0
 1 iff jP+
 i iff jP–
Similarly, the elements of Q are from the set: {0,2,2i} and the element of the j-th
column qj is equal to:
 0 iff jQ0
 2 iff jQ+
 2i iff jQ–
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By the definition of revision, we have that: R=PQ=P+Q, thus the elements of R are
taken from the set:
S={0,2,2i,1,3,1+2i,i,2+i,3i}.
Let R=[r1 r2 … rn]=[p1+q1 p2+q2 … pn+qn].
By the definition of RL,RE, we have that RL(RE(R))=[k] for some kℝ(+).
For all j{1,2,…,n}, we have that rjS, thus rjℂ(+), and Re(rj)1 or Im(rj)1 (easily
verified). Thus by lemma 13.2, for the only line of R, we have that:
k=RL0(RE0(r1),RE0(r2),…,RE0(rn))=
=1–min{Re(r1),Im(r1)}+1–min{Re(r2),Im(r2)}+…+1–min{Re(rn),Im(rn)}=
=n–(min{Re(r1),Im(r1)}+min{Re(r2),Im(r2)}+…+min{Re(rn),Im(rn)}) (1).
By looking at the set S, we can easily deduct that for each j{1,2,…,n} we have that:
min{Re(rj),Im(rj)}=1 iff rj=1+2i or rj=2+i and
min{Re(rj),Im(rj)}=0 otherwise.
Equivalently:
min{Re(rj),Im(rj)}=1 iff pj=1, qj=2i or pj=i, qj=2 which is true iff:
jP+ and jQ– or jP– and jQ+j(P+Q–)(P–Q+).
Thus:
min{Re(r1),Im(r1)}+min{Re(r2),Im(r2)}+…+min{Re(rn),Im(rn)}=|(P+Q–)(P–Q+)|.
Applying the above result to (1) we get:
k=n–|(P+Q–)(P–Q+)|, and the proof is complete.
The following proposition offers a way to emulate Dalal’s algorithm under our
framework. The Element Reliability function used is different from the one used in
[7] for the respective proposition, but lemma 13.2 implies that the selection of the RF
factors makes the difference unimportant. Specifically:
Proposition 13.1
Let p,qL* be two satisfiable propositional expressions in DNF and let r be the
revision of p with q under Dalal’s algorithm (r=pDq). Moreover, let Pℂ(+)*n the
matrix related to p via the TT function, using an RF of 1 for all atoms (P=TT(p)),
Qℂ(+)*n the matrix related to q via the TT function, using an RF of 2 for all atoms
(Q=2TT(q)) and Rℂ(+)*n the matrix resulting by the update of P with Q under our
framework (R=PQ). Finally, we define the functions RE, RL and LS as in the above
lemmas (13.1, 13.3, 13.4).
Under these parameters, the resulting propositional expression (to be used in queries)
is logically equivalent to the expression r as defined above, that is: QT(R)r.
Proof
At first, we will assume that both p and q are min-terms. Then P,Q,Rℂ(+)1n.
We also assume the sets P+,P–,P0,Q+,Q–,Q0 as usual.
Let S=(P+Q–)(P–Q+).
By lemma 13.7, the least kℕ* for which mod(Gk(p)q) is k=|S| and that for this k
it holds that:
mod(Gk(p)q)=I1I2…In where for all j{1,2,…,n}:
 Ij={1}, iff jQ+(Q0P+)
 Ij={0}, iff jQ–(Q0P–)
 Ij={0,1}, iff jQ0P0
Therefore, by the definition of the operator D, it follows that:
mod(r)=I1I2…In, where Ij, j{1,2,...,n} as above.
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Returning to our method, we have that Rℂ(+)1n, so B=RL(RE(R))ℝ(+)11.
Therefore: LS(B){1}LS(B)={1}.
So, MS(R,LS(B))=MS(R,{1})=R.
Let P=[pj], Q=[qj], j=1,2,…,n.
Then: R=[rj]=[pj+qj].
Moreover MN(R)=C=[cj], such that cj=Re(rj)–Im(rj).
For all j{1,2,…,n} there exist the following possibilities:
 if jQ+, then qj=2 and:
o if jP+, then pj=1rj=3cj=3.
o if jP–, then pj=irj=2+icj=1.
o if jP0, then pj=0rj=2cj=2.
 if jQ–, then qj=2i and:
o if jP+, then pj=1rj=1+2icj=–1.
o if jP–, then pj=irj=3icj=–3.
o if jP0, then pj=0rj=2icj=–2.
0
 if jQ , then qj=0 and:
o if jP+, then pj=1rj=1cj=1.
o if jP–, then pj=irj=icj=–1.
o if jP0, then pj=0rj=0cj=0.
In short:
 cj>0 iff jQ+(Q0P+)
 cj<0 iff jQ–(Q0P–)
 cj=0 iff jQ0P0
Thus, mod(C)=J1J2…Jn, where for all j{1,2,…,n}:
 Jj={1} iff cj=1jQ+(Q0P+)
 Jj={0} iff cj=ijQ–(Q0P–)
 Jj={0,1} iff cj=0jQ0P0
By comparing Jj and Ij, it follows that mod(r)=mod(C).
However, mod(QT(R))=mod(TTI(C))=mod(C)=mod(r)QT(R)r.
In the general case, where p is the disjunction of m min-terms and q is the disjunction
of l min-terms, we have that:
p=p1p2…pm, q=q1q2…ql, where each pj, j{1,2,…,m} and each qj,
j{1,2,…,l} are min-terms.
Let k be the minimum integer for which mod(Gk(p)q).
Then we have that:
mod(r)=mod(pDq)=mod(Gk(p)q)=mod(Gk(p1p2…pm)(q1q2…ql))=
= mod(Gk(p1) Gk(p2)… Gk(pm))(q1q2…ql))=


i  m , j l

 mod(G

k

( pi )  q j ) (1).

i 1, j 1

In the above relation, we notice that all pi and qj are min-terms. For each arbitrary
selection of i{1,2,…,m},j{1,2,…,l}, we can define the sets P+,P–,P0,Q+,Q–,Q0 as
usual for the min-terms pi, qj respectively, as well as the quantity:
t=|(P+Q–)(P–Q+)|ℕ*.
There are three possibilities regarding t:
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t<k: In this case, we have that mod(Gt(pi)qj), by lemma 13.7, so the union:
i  m , j l

 mod(G ( p )  q
t

i

j

)   , which means that mod(Gt(p)q) for some t<k,

i 1, j 1

which is a contradiction by definition of k.
 t>k: In this case, by lemma 13.7, t is the least integer for which the relation
mod(Gt(pi)qj) holds, and since t>k we have that mod(Gk(pi)qj)=.
 t=k: In this case, by lemma 13.7 again, mod(Gk(pi)qj)=I1I2…In where for all
d{1,2,…,n}:
o Id={1}, iff dQ+(Q0P+)
o Id={0}, iff dQ–(Q0P–)
o Id={0,1}, iff dQ0P0
We will call T the set of (i,j) pairs for which the equation t=k holds. There exists at
least one such pair, because if it didn’t exist then we would have that:
mod(Gk(p)q)=, which is a contradiction by the definition of k; therefore T.
It follows by (1) that:
mod( r )   mod(G k ( pi )  q j ) (2).
( i , j )T

For each (i,j) pair, we can define tij as above, and for all i,j it holds that: tijk. Since
the set T contains the (i,j) pairs for which tij=k, we can deduct that:
T={(i,j)|i{1,2,…,m},j{1,2,…,l},tijtij, for all i{1,2,…,m},j{1,2,…,l}}.
On the other hand, it is obvious that:
m

m

P  TT ( p)   TT ( pi )  | TT ( pi ) and:
i 1

i 1

l

l

l

j 1

j 1

j 1

Q  2  TT (q)  2   TT (q j )  2  | TT (q j )  | (2  TT (q j )) .

By the definition of the operator of revision, it follows that:
m

l

i  m , j l

i 1

j 1

i 1, j 1

R  P  Q  ( | TT ( pi ))  ( | (2  TT (q j ))) 

| (TT ( pi )  2  TT (q j )) (3).

Each of the TT(pi), TT(qj) are matrices with only one line, so the above relation is the
expression of R as the juxtaposition of its lines.
Let us suppose that R=[rdh], d{1,2,…,ml}, h{1,2,…,n}. Then:
r12 ... r1n 
 r11
r
r22 ... r2 n 
21

RL ( RE ( R))  RL ( RE (
)) 
 ...
... ... ... 


rml1 rml 2 ... rmln 
RE 0 (r12 )
 RE 0 (r11 )
 RE (r ) RE (r )
0 21
0 22
 RL ( 

...
...

 RE 0 (rml1 ) RE 0 (rml 2 )

... RE 0 (r1n ) 
... RE 0 (r2 n ) 
)

...
...

... RE 0 (rmln )

ml

 | RL0 (RE 0 (rd 1 ) RE 0 (rd 2 ) ... RE 0 (rdn )) .
d 1

By this relation we can deduct that RL(RE(R))ℝ(+)ml1, and each element of this
matrix can be computed using lemma 13.8.
Let us arbitrarily select a d0{1,2,…,ml}. We also select:
i0=((d0–1) div m)+1 and j0=((d0–1) mod m)+1 (4).
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It is trivial to verify using relation (3) that line d 0 of matrix R (denoted by R ( d0 ) ) is
equal to:
R ( d0 )  TT ( pi0 )  2  TT (q j0 ) .
Moreover, by lemma 13.8: RL(RE( R ( d0 ) ))=[n– t i0 j0 ], where the tij are as defined
above.
Thus:
ml

RL ( RE ( R))  | [n  t i ( d ) j ( d ) ] , where i(d),j(d) the indexes related to d, as specified by
d 1

relations (4). Let B=RL(RE(R)).
By the definition of LS it follows that:
LS(B)={h{1,2,…,ml}:h{1,2,…,ml} n–ti(h)j(h)n–ti(h)j(h)}=
={h{1,2,…,ml}:h{1,2,…,ml} ti(h)j(h)ti(h)j(h)}.
By comparing the set T above:
T={(i,j)|i{1,2,…,m},j{1,2,…,l},tijtij, for all i{1,2,…,m},j{1,2,…,l}},
with the set LS(B) we can deduct that:
hLS(B)(i(h),j(h))T.
It follows that:
C   MS ( R, LS ( B))  | R ( h )  | (TT ( pi )  2  TT (q j )) and that:
hLS ( B )

( i , j )T

D  MN (C )  MN ( | (TT ( pi )  2  TT (q j ))) 
( i , j )T

| MN (TT ( pi )  2  TT (q j )) .

( i , j )T

Finally:
mod(QT ( R))  mod(TTI ( D))  mod( D)  mod( | MN (TT ( pi )  2  TT (q j ))) 
( i , j )T

 mod(  MN (TT ( pi )  2  TT (q j ))) 
( i , j )T

 mod( MN (TT ( p )  2  TT (q
i

j

))) (5).

( i , j )T

Let us arbitrarily select a pair (i,j)T, and let AP=TT(pi), AQ=2TT(qj).
Both pi and qj are min-terms, and let s=piDqj. Then:
mod(s)=mod(Gk(pi)qj), for the least kℕ* for which mod(Gk(pi)qj). By the
definition of T, it follows that k=tij=k.
Given that AP,AQℂ(+)1n, we have that: QT(APAQ)=TTI(MN(APAQ)).
Moreover, the proposition has already been proven for min-terms, so:
mod(s)=mod(QT(APAQ))=mod(TTI(MN(APAQ)))=mod(MN(TT(pi)+2TT(qj)))
mod(Gk(pi)qj)=mod(MN(TT(pi)+2TT(qj))).
The above equation holds for all (i,j)T, thus:
(2) mod( r )   mod(G k ( pi )  q j ) 
( i , j )T



 mod( MN (TT ( p )  2  TT (q
i

j

)))  mod(QT ( R)) by (5).

( i , j )T

Therefore: rQT(R), and the proof is complete.
Regarding the above proposition, some comments are in order. First of all, it
must be stressed that Dalal’s algorithm is based on different semantics, therefore
emulation cannot be perfect. In effect, the above proposition offers a way to interpret
in logical terms (logical expressions) the result of the update under our semantics in
order to be equivalent with the result of the same update under Dalal’s algorithm.
Dalal’s algorithm does not take into account iterated revisions and neither do we. If
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we perform a second revision on the resulting matrix, the result may no longer be the
same as Dalal’s. In order to deal with iterated revisions we have to readjust the matrix
representing the KB before each new revision. The method does not hold for
propositions not in DNF, or for unsatisfiable propositions, at least under these
parameters. The revelation of parameters under which the emulation covers those
cases is an ongoing work.

14. Conclusions and Future Work
In this report, we presented a novel representation of propositional expressions
and its theoretical foundation. We successfully applied this representation to the
problem of belief revision. The introduction of the Reliability Factor (RF) and the
quantitative nature of the table representation introduce an increased expressiveness in
propositional logic, allowing the use of features not normally available. This could
possibly speed up existing algorithms or provide solutions to existing problems in
propositional logic or its applications. We believe that much more work needs to be
done in order to fully exploit its capabilities.
Regarding belief revision, we provided a framework for addressing the
problem based on the table transformation. The operations of contraction ([8, 14]),
update and erasure ([12]) are included in our model in a very direct manner, without
the need of additional operators. The result of the revision is a matrix and not a logical
proposition; this fact opens up interesting possibilities regarding the interpretation of
the result. Despite the fact that revision is performed in a clearly defined way, the
result’s interpretation can be heavily parameterized, in effect providing a different
revision algorithm per parameter selection. This allows the definition of a whole class
of algorithms, whose optimum member(s) may be application-dependent. Performing
some tests with different parameters is an interesting area for future work.
Some theoretical work on these parameters may also be in line. For example,
the search for the general conditions (parameters) under which the algorithm satisfies
the AGM postulates is an ongoing effort, as well as the simulation of other
algorithms, like those proposed in [16, 17] by Williams, in [15] by Nebel etc.
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